2021-2022 AAF Austin Club Achievement :
MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNICATION
OVERVIEW
Collaboration was the guiding principle for our board as we were determined to build on our
Club of the Year victory. We focused on easing back into safe in-person events while still
providing virtual options to our members. We educated our members and non-members about
the many benefits AAF provides. This includes thought leadership events, career networking,
and many business discounts. We did this through programs designed to be inclusive of all
backgrounds and job roles across the advertising community. (Exhibit A) We helped elevate
and educate our tight knit Austin community, building a strong foundation for the coming years.

Membership
Katie Dickerson, Co-VP Membership Chair • Alyssa Gonzales, Co-VP Membership Chair
2021-2022 GOALS:
#1 Recruitment: Promote member benefits to the Austin community to recruit new members
#2 Retention: Focus on annual events to engage and retain existing members
#3 Involvement: Continue to plan successful virtual events while transitioning back into inperson events as COVID-19 restrictions begin to lift.
GOAL #1: Recruitment: Highlight our membership benefits to the growing Austin
community
In 2020, the Coronavirus and extensive layoffs drastically shifted our approach to recruitment.

As we continue to shift our approach due to the pandemic and economy, we find ourselves
in a more optimistic landscape. As the New York Times reported in an August 2021 article,
Austin has become the “hottest market in the country”, with many corporations and
individuals relocating to the “Live Music Capital of the World”. In partnership with our
Programs committee, we were able to bring back some in-person events where we met several
individuals who were new to Austin and eager to expand their network.
Our Programs committee hosted a 2022 Kickoff event in January to highlight the benefits of
joining AAF. (Exhibit B) Our membership team highlighted the national benefits to promote
development like AAF Career Center which puts you in front of employers in the industry.
Our partnership with Communo provides community resources to expand network/net worth.
Day-to-day benefits include Hertz discounts for moving rentals and Office Depot discounts for
the work-from-home essentials. From a local level, we focused on the various opportunities to
meet like-minded professionals and peers through our happy hours, speaker series, and annual
events.
Results: Out of 33 total attendees (Exhibit C), we identified 21 potential members. We
crafted an email to reach out to these individuals (Exhibit D) and discuss joining AAF. We’re
currently in the follow-up stage of realizing membership conversions.

GOAL #2: Retention: Focus on annual events to engage with existing members and
continue reaching out for renewals
After a year of sporadic lockdowns, social distancing, and event cancellations, we wanted
to focus on one of the aspects of life that many people missed—in-person events, and for us
more specifically Big Wigs and AAAs.
We started the year with a bang at our annual Big Wigs event that was held at the brand new
Austin FC stadium on October 19th. This was the first time many people were getting a

glimpse of the fabulous new MLS stadium. Our Membership and Big Wigs chairs partnered to
make this the comeback event of the year. We reached out to many individuals leading up to
the event (Exhibit E), and saw 70 total attendees (Exhibit F), including members from some of
our larger corporate partners like GSD&M and T3. We received great feedback and rode the
momentum leading up to the in-person AAAs.

Our Big Wigs and American Advertising Awards events celebrate the members in our chapter
and local advertising community. People appreciate recognition, making these events a big
part of our membership recruitment and retention. (Exhibit G)

For the first half of the year, our focus has been on driving awareness of AAF within the
community. We now shift our sights to converting new leads to active members and retain
existing members.

We’ve seen a 11.6% decrease in membership from 1,439 members in January 2021 to 1272
total members in February 2022. We lost one of our corporate memberships due to budget
cuts, which has contributed to the decrease we’ve seen. With many corporate membership
renewals approaching this summer, we are taking a page out of last year’s book and bringing
back our renewal campaign.

GOAL #3: Involvement: Continue to plan successful virtual events while transitioning
back into in-person events as COVID-19 restrictions begin to lift
Method 1: Present a mix of virtual and in-person thought leadership and networking events
outside of Addys and BigWigs around topics that are relevant to current events and industry
hot issues.

Speaker Series Events (Exhibit H)
Event topic #1: Virtual Machine Learning in Advertising: Thriving in a Cookieless Future.
We explored how cookies are becoming a thing of the past and what a cookieless future
looks like in advertising.
Event topic #2: Wake & Bake: Digital Advertising for CBD/Cannabis. This in-person
event explored what is on the horizon for CBD/Cannabis marketing.
Event topic #3: Diverse & Small Business Virtual Showcase. We explored how working
together creates stronger work that makes a difference.
Event topic #4: Passion Led Us Here, Diversity Begins with YOU - Be the Change. We
hosted a virtual meet and greet to showcase what the AAF Austin diversity team is doing
and how the community can help promote diversity in advertising and marketing.
Community Networking
Two Co-Sponsored Happy Hours AAF / Ad2 members and potential members were
encouraged to take a break from the daily grind and grab a drink with some of the biggest
movers and shakers in local advertising. Sponsors provided free drinks enticing higher
attendance and buzz. (Exhibit I)
AAF Austin Official 2022 Kickoff We hosted a virtual event to inform members and
non members of upcoming events and initiatives for AAF Austin in 2022. We previewed
ways to get involved and upcoming events including: 2022 AAAs, Programs & Events,
Membership Benefits, Diversity & Inclusion, Government Relations, Education, Public
Service (Exhibit J)
Method 2: Engage and partner with Ad 2 Austin to welcome new members through
communications, mentorship, and events.
Several of our members are involved in the Ad 2 mentorship program, preparing college
seniors and early professionals for the workforce. Members meet with their mentees once a

month to set goals and guide them on finding an internship, reviewing their resume, creating
mock-interviews, or helping them network. This program engages membership on a deeper
level and provides a way to give back. (Exhibit K)

Communications
Lara Cattlin, VP Communications
Overview
As Lara’s first time on the board, this was a year of learning but also one of great achievement
with the execution of two hugely successful campaigns for the club’s largest money-making
events–Big Wigs (Exhibit L) and AAA. (Exhibit M) Through the course of the year, core
operational shortcomings were identified and plans put in place to resolve those issues for the
upcoming year.

GOAL #1: Create robust messaging to support the return to in-person events
This year, we focused on increasing email open and interaction rates. Email is our strongest
communication channel by far, followed by LinkedIn, for measurable engagement. We
continuously monitored and analyzed email statistics for all programs–particularly AAA
and Big Wigs–using this information to fine-tune our overall strategy until we found an
improvement in numbers. Our strategic outlines for email were treated as fluid documents
while we pinned down the best possible timing, cadence, subject lines, body copy, CTA
placements, and graphics for our audience. (Exhibit N)
Results: These efforts improved our email open and interaction rates: (Exhibit O)
• Increased average email open rate for the AAA by 9.34% since last year and 10.39%
since last in-person event in 2020
• Increased our average email click-through rate for the AAA by 2%

• Produced AAA email with the highest open rate (38.13%) and click-through rate
(10.10%) of all time
• Increased our average email open rate for Big Wigs by 5%
• Increased our average email click-through rate by 2%
• Produced Big Wigs email with the highest open rate (39.20%) and click-through rate
(4.92%) of all time

GOAL #2: Lara to familiarize herself with the structure and cadence of club events
Through the course of the year, Lara has identified the need to expand the Communications
team. As every program and event runs through Communications, managing the pacing has
been overwhelming at times. Duties include overall strategy, day-to-day communications,
creating and posting content for email and all social channels, writing new web pages,
analyzing communications and event data.
Results: Lara has proposed bringing on a Communications co-chair, to divide content creation
tasks and delegation during the club’s two largest events, as well as a social media chair. This
new chair would handle social media in an ongoing capacity to build and direct meaningful
traffic toward membership growth. She believes that this will make for more thoughtful
communications to increase event attendance, grow the membership base and reduce board
turnover.

Despite the challenging workload, Lara and the team realized some impressive accomplishments:
• Promoted 10 plus events (Exhibit A-J)
• Drove more than 518 ticket sales and generated more than $7,800 in event revenue–
a 63% increase since last year.
• Increased average open rate from 18.9% to 21.54%. Industry average is 17.4%,

according to Mailchimp (Exhibit P)
• Consistently increased our following in all our social media platforms. (Exhibit Q)

Big Wigs
Kat Thay, VP, Big Wigs
Goal #1: Unite, honor and celebrate the contributions of our Austin advertising
community who are not typically recognized.
Goal #2: Raise money to benefit AAF Austin.
Details: Second only to the AAA, AAF Austin’s Big Wigs event is one of the club’s most
attended. It includes and unites all groups within our industry: agencies, vendors, and
suppliers. The in-person awards ceremony took place at the brand new Austin FC stadium. The
theme, a night with the Austin AF All-Stars, took a cue from the donated venue and celebrated
Austin advertising’s finest team players.

We streamlined the entries and judging and executed from launch to the event in an impressive
5-week turnaround. In this time, seven sponsors (Exhibit R • S) jumped on board and
supported this heroic effort. From printing sponsors to donations, we had an excellent support
network and all pulled together to create a very memorable event. (Exhibit T • U) We had a
total of 38 categories and over 230 nominations. Winners included some brand new faces in
Austin Advertising as well as some repeat talent.

Promotion: We had 15 individual promotion emails and posts for Big Wigs. We also heavily
publicized each phase of the event across our own website and social media channels,
including Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram. (Exhibit V)

Attendance: We had 70 attendees for the in-person event. And, although we still had
challenges with COVID, we were able to raise a profit of $4,000 through ticket sales, the
support of our sponsors, and fifteen dedicated volunteers. (Exhibit W)

Feedback: Attendees were excited about getting together again and the room was bustling
with friends and colleagues, many of whom hadn’t seen one another in-person in over a year.
(Exhibit X) The venue, theme, and in particular, the Austin AF trading cards (Exhibit Y) were a
hit with the audience. This helped create goodwill and aligns with our membership recruitment
and retention.

Results: We safely got everyone together, and were able to celebrate after a long time in
isolation. We successfully delivered 38 awards to valued, industry professionals. The winners
were presented with their very own, custom designed Austin AF trading card in a special case.
(Exhibit Z) Nearly 80% of those who won were in-person to pick up their award. This made
the event really momentous and exciting for everyone involved. Throughout the evening,
light-hearted jokes were made about our industry and how we all strive tirelessly to make the
work come together–as a sporting team should. This encapsulated the spirit of the Big Wigs
awards.
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Big Wigs was so much more fun since we were back in person. The venue was fantastic – it was fun and
insider’s getting a glimpse at the new stadium. And as always, so great to see everyone again. The orga
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great job–it flowed really well and the trading cards were such a cool bonus! Thank you for all the hard work!
- Helena Abbing, GSD&M
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